Security in airports (thermal scanners for fever screening and detection of stress in terrorists) Thermography used by firefighters to see persons through smoke Mechanical inspections Gas leak For environment purposes PUBLIC SERVICES EMOTIONS Stress detection in human and animals (5, 6, 7) Validating the thermal imaging technique for assessing the fluctuations of facial heat patterns.
Measuring the camera sensitivity to kinetics, intensities and specificities Is thermography sensitive to muscles specificity?
• HYPOTHESES
-Each AU has a specific recognizable facial heat pattern associated -Temperature changes in specific muscles are correlated with their associated action unit simulation -Thermography can be an adapted tool for studying kinetics and intensities of the AUs
Protocol
• 4 FACS experts: 1 man and 3 women from 28 to 51 years old all righthanded except one woman
• 9 different AUs • 3 intensities: just perceptible / normal / high
• 2 speeds: slow(5sec) / fast(1sec)
• Thermal camera + optical camera In general yes.
Problem with: AU12 (factor scores) / AU14 (factor scores) / AU12+25 (correlations) / AU4 and 5 (missing significative PC @JP intensity)
Is thermography sensitive to muscles Is thermography sensitive to muscles Is thermography sensitive to muscles Is thermography sensitive to muscles specificities? specificities? specificities? specificities?
In general yes.
Creation of specific facial heat pattern associated to each AU Eigenvalue criteria better than 90% of variance criteria for constructing these maps. -Inter-individual anatomic differences:
• Presence and position of arterial veins in the frontal head • Size of brows (cold area) passing on the frontalis zone studied while raising brows • Hairs can be present in the top of the frontalis area • Crumpling of the skin while contracting the frontalis -AU simulation performances:
• The results could depend on the quality of the simulation. • Subject 4 was the FACS teacher and has bigger activation and clear corrugator heating and frontalis colding but she was also closer from the camera than other and simulated less AUs. • Possible overlap between AU9+10 / AU5 / AU1+2, difficult task
• Thermography proved to be an adaptive tool for detecting movements in the face
• PCA or Anatomical approach, most appropriate method?
-Anatomical approach seems to be more sensitive to kinetics and intensities -PCA is a global method without a-priori while anatomically-based approach implies some presumptions and appropriate ROIs selection and these ROIs are greatly influence by movements of facial skin.
-PCA with eigenvalue criteria give facial heat patterns associated to AUs PCA and anatomical approaches seem to be complementary, PCA can be used for a 1st exploratory analysis, while anatomical method can further investigate regions appearing on PCA for differentiating for example AU6+12 from AU12 (smiles).
•
Next investigations:
Is global facial temperature an indicator of real emotions?
-> Experiment with spontaneous emotions with odors and images
Is it possible to differentiate what is muscles movement warming from what is emotion-induced skin warming?
These last results that can differentiate AU12, from AU4, AU1+2 and 9+10 let us believe that spontaneous emotions will be detectable with this thermal imaging technique.
General conclusion
Thank you for your attention 
